
TOURIST ACTIVITY OF POPULATION OF REPUBLIC OF CROATIA, 2023

A total of 49.3% of the Croatian population aged 15 and over went on private trips with overnight stays

In 2023, a total of 1.6 million persons, or 49.3% of the Croatian population aged 15 and over, went on at least one private trip with overnight stays. By duration of stays,

longer private trips, those with four and more nights, were more often chosen. Namely, 1.3 million persons, or 79.9% of Croatian citizens aged 15 and over, went to that

kind of trips.

Data for 2023 have been estimated on the basis of the Census of Population, Households and Dwellings in the Republic of Croatia in 2021 (Census 2021), while previously

released data were estimated on the basis of the Census 2011 data. This caused a break in time series of data and, consequently, data for 2023 are not comparable to

data for previous years. In order to achieve a consistency of data and to make 2023 data comparable with already released data for previous years, a revision of data will

be subsequently carried out, thus enabling the harmonisation of data for previous years with the Census 2021 results.

Total

Number of persons on private trips with overnight stays

By trip destination By duration of stay

Only in Croatia Only abroad In Croatia and abroad
On one trip at least,

with 1 ‒ 3 nights

On one trip at least,

with 4 and more nights

Total 1 630 604 897 564 268 362 464 678 836 962 1 303 256

Men 797 026 442 553 115 972 238 500 395 399 643 879

Women 833 578 455 010 152 390 226 178 441 563 659 377

Age

15 – 34 522 322 256 031 88 998 177 293 271 273 430 625

35 – 54 635 432 362 081 86 864 186 487 346 293 507 035

55 and over 472 850 279 451 92 501 100 899 219 397 365 596
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G-1 SHARE OF POPULATION WHO WENT ON TRIPS WITH OVERNIGHT STAYS, 2023

In 2023, there were more private trips with overnight stays in Croatia than abroad

In 2023, Croatian population aged 15 and over took a total of 5.0 million private trips with overnight stays, of which 3.3 million (65.4%) in Croatia and 1.7 million (34.6%)

abroad. Concerning trips abroad, the most often chosen destinations were Bosnia and Herzegovina (26.4% of the total realised private trips with overnight stays abroad),

then Italy (12.9%), Slovenia (12.3%), Germany and Austria (8.3% each), Serbia (4.8%), Spain and Hungary (3.3% each) and France (1.9%).

Number of trips Number of nights Total expenditures Average number

of nights per trip

Average expenditures

per trip, euro

Average expenditures

per day, euro'000 '000 Mln euro

Total 5 691 32 428 2 194 5,7 386 68

Private 5 007 29 478 1 736 5,9 347 59

In Croatia 3 274 20 016 921 6,1 281 46

1 ‒ 3 nights 1 687 3 456 268 2,0 159 78

4 and more nights 1 587 16 560 653 10,4 411 39

Abroad 1 732 9 462 815 5,5 471 86

1 ‒ 3 nights 932 1 954 247 2,1 265 126

4 and more nights 800 7 508 569 9,4 711 76

Business/Professional (684) (2 950) (458) (4,3) (669) (155)

In Croatia 355 (1 503) (167) (4,2) (471) (111)

Abroad (329) (1 446) (291) (4,4) (882) (201)

Went, % Did not go, %

Private trips

Business/Professional tr...
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2 PRIVATE AND BUSINESS/PROFESSIONAL TRIPS WITH OVERNIGHT STAYS, 2023



G-2 PRIVATE TRIPS WITH OVERNIGHT STAYS, BY COUNTRY OF DESTINATION, 2023

The most private trips with overnight stays were taken in the summer months of 2023

In June, July and August of 2023, a total of 2.0 million private trips with overnight stays were taken, which accounts for 40.9% of the total realised private trips with

overnight stays in 2023. The largest number of private trips with overnight stays in Croatia were taken in August (631 thousand trips, which accounted for 19.3% of the

total private trips with overnight stays in Croatia), then in July (496 thousand trips, or 15.2%) and in June (411 thousand trips, or 12.5%). The largest number of trips abroad

were taken in August (233 thousand trips, which accounts for 13.4% of the total private trips with overnight stays abroad) and in December (213 thousand trips, or 12.3%

of the total realised private trips with overnight stays abroad).

G-3 PRIVATE TRIPS WITH OVERNIGHT STAYS, BY MONTH OF DEPARTURE FOR A TRIP, 2023
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Visiting relatives and friends and seaside vacation were the most common motives for making trips

Visiting relatives and friends (1.6 million trips, or 32.1% of the total private trips with overnight stays) and seaside vacation (1.5 million trips, or 30.2%) were the most

common reasons for making private trips with overnight stays in 2023. The most common motives for making private trips with overnight stays in Croatia were seaside

vacation (1.4 million trips, or 43.2% of the total private trips with overnight stays realised in Croatia) and visiting relatives and friends (910 thousand, or 27.8%). The most

common motives for going on private trips with overnight stays abroad were visiting relatives and friends (699 thousand or 40.3%) and city break trips (567 thousand or

32.7%).

G-4 PRIVATE TRIPS WITH OVERNIGHT STAYS, BY MAIN REASON AND MAIN DESTINATION, 2023

The Croatian population on private trips spent most nights in non-commercial accommodation establishments, at relatives’ and friends’

In 2023, the Croatian population aged 15 and over spent a total of 29.5 million nights, of which 20.0 million nights (67.9%) on private trips with overnight stays in Croatia

and 9.5 million nights (32.1%) abroad. An average of six nights were spent on private trips with overnight stays both in Croatia and abroad.

By type of accommodation, the largest number of nights were spent in non-commercial accommodation establishments (18.4 million nights, or 62.4% of the total realised

nights), of which 10.2 million nights (55.2%) in accommodation establishments owned by relatives and friends and 8.1 million nights (43.8%) in own villas and summer

houses. A total of 11.1 million nights were spent in commercial accommodation establishments, which accounted for 37.6% of the total realised nights on private trips

with overnight stays.

In commercial accommodation establishments in Croatia, the largest number of nights on private trips with overnight stays were realised in rooms, apartments, studio-

type suits and summer houses, namely 3.0 million nights (43.6% of the total nights realised in commercial accommodation establishments in Croatia), which was followed

by nights spent in the group Hotels and similar accommodation, namely 2.9 million nights (42% of the total nights realised in commercial accommodation in Croatia).

In commercial accommodation establishments abroad, the largest number of nights on private trips with overnight stays were spent in group Hotels and similar

accommodation, namely 2.5 million of nights (58.7% of the total nights realised in commercial accommodation establishments abroad), which was followed by nights

spent in rooms, apartments, studio-type suits and summer houses, namely 1.4 million nights (32.4% of the total nights realised in commercial accommodation

establishments abroad).

Average expenditures per private trip abroad amounted to 471 euro, while in Croatia they amounted to 281 euro

Total expenditures on private trips with overnight stays in 2023 amounted to 1.7 billion euro, of which 921 million euro (53.0%) were spent in Croatia and 815 million euro

(47.0%) abroad. Average expenditures per private trip with overnight stays in Croatia amounted to 281 euro and per private trip abroad to 471 euro.
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G-5 NIGHTS ON PRIVATE TRIPS WITH OVERNIGHT STAYS, BY TYPE OF ACCOMMODATION AND MAIN DESTINATION, 2023

A private passenger car was the most common transportation mean

The most often chosen transportation mean on private trips with overnight stays, both in Croatia and abroad, was a private passenger car. It was chosen for as much as

3.9 million trips (77.4% of the total realised trips with overnight stays), followed by coach (583 thousand trips, or 11.6%) and by airplane (346 thousand trips, or 6.9%).

The most often chosen transportation mean on private trips with overnight stays in Croatia in 2023 were a private passenger car, namely 2.8 million trips (85.2% of the

total realised private trips with overnight stays in Croatia) and coach (312 thousand trips, or 9.5%). As for private trips abroad, apart from the private passenger car (1.1

million trips, which accounted for 62.7% of total realised private trips with overnight stays abroad), the most often chosen transportation mean were airplane, namely 334

thousand trips (19.3%) and coach, 270 thousand trips (15.6%).

Commercial accommodation, % Non-commercial accommodation, %

In Croatia

Abroad
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G-6 PRIVATE TRIPS WITH OVERNIGHT STAYS IN CROATIA, BY MAIN TRANSPORTATION MEAN, 2023

G-7 PRIVATE TRIPS WITH OVERNIGHT STAYS ABROAD, BY MAIN TRANSPORTATION MEAN, 2023

Lack of �nances was the most common reason for not taking private trips with overnight stays
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Out of the total population of Croatia aged 15 and over, 1.7 million persons, or 50.7%, did not go on a private trip with overnight stays in 2023. The most common reasons

for not taking private trips with overnight stays were lack of �nancial resources (claimed by 41.7% of the total number of persons who did not take private trips with

overnight stays) and health reasons (34.3%).

G-8 MAIN REASONS FOR NOT GOING ON PRIVATE TRIPS WITH OVERNIGHT STAYS, 2023 

 Multiple answers possible.

In 2023, business/professional trips with overnight stays were more often taken in Croatia than abroad

There were 318 thousand persons, or 9.6%, of the Croatian population aged 15 and over, who took at least one business/professional trip with overnight stays in 2023.

They realised a total of 684 thousand business/professional trips, of which 355 thousand (51.9%) in Croatia and 329 thousand (48.1%) abroad.

In Croatia, the largest number of business/professional trips with overnight stays were taken in March (58 thousand of them, which accounted for 16.3% of the total

number of business/professional trips with overnight stays in Croatia), while the largest number of business/professional trips with overnight stays abroad were taken in

September (102 thousand of them, which accounted for 31.0% of the total number of business/professional trips with overnight stays abroad).

Total expenditures on business/professional trips with overnight stays in 2023 amounted to 458 million euro, of which 167 million euro (36.5%) were spent in Croatia and

291 million euro (63.5%) abroad. Average expenditures per business/professional trips with overnight stays amounted to 471 euro in Croatia and to 882 euro abroad.

There were 6.9 million same-day visits

In 2023, the Croatian population aged 15 and over took 6.9 million same-day visits, of which 6.5 million visits (93.7%) were private and 438 thousand (6.3%) were

business/professional visits.

In 2023, out of the total number of private same-day visits (6.5 million), 5.5 million were realised in Croatia (which accounted for 84.9% of total number of private same-

day visits), whereas 983 thousand (15.1%) of them were taken abroad.

Total expenditures on private same-day visits amounted to 347 million euro (257 million euro on same-day visits in Croatia and 90 million euro on same-day visits abroad).

Average travel expenditures per private same-day visit amounted to 47 euro in Croatia and 91 euro abroad.

In 2023, out of the total realised business/professional same-day visits (438 thousand), 344 thousand were taken in Croatia (which was 78.4% of the total realised

business/professional same-day visits) and 94 thousand (21.6%) were taken abroad. Total expenditures on business/professional same-day visits amounted to 41 million

euro. Average travel expenditures per business/professional same-day visit amounted to 84 euro in Croatia and 122 euro abroad.
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Number of visits Total expenditures
Average expenditures per visit, euro

'000 Mln euro

Total 6 931 387 56

Private 6 493 347 53

In Croatia 5 510 257 47

Abroad 983 90 91

Business/Professional 438 40 92

In Croatia 344 29 84

Abroad (94) (12) (122)

3 PRIVATE AND BUSINESS/PROFESSIONAL SAME-DAY VISITS, 2023



Estimated value
Coe�cient of variation,

%

95% reliability interval

Lower limit Upper limit

Number of persons on trips with overnight stays

Number of persons on private trips 1 630 604 2,0 1 568 219 1 692 989

Only in Croatia 897 564 2,6 851 349 943 778

Only abroad 268 362 4,7 243 324 293 400

In Croatia and abroad 464 678 3,3 434 175 495 182

With 1 – 3 nights 836 962 2,8 791 591 882 334

With 4 and more nights 1 303 256 2,2 1 247 988 1 358 523

Number of persons on business/professional trips 318 272 4,5 290 246 346 298

Number of trips with overnight stays

Private trips 5 006 502 2,0 4 814 142 5 198 862

In Croatia 3 274 484 1,9 3 149 813 3 399 155

Abroad 1 732 018 4,3 1 584 867 1 879 169

Business/Professional trips 684 471 10,7 540 022 828 921

In Croatia 355 171 7,3 304 224 406 117

Abroad 329 301 20,9 193 328 465 273

Number of nights on trips with overnight stays

Nights on private trips 29 478 500 3,2 27 607 905 31 349 094

In Croatia 20 016 049 3,9 18 465 751 21 566 347

Abroad 9 462 451 5,6 8 416 354 10 508 548

Nights on business/professional trips 2 949 895 13,0 2 194 100 3 705 691

In Croatia 1 503 396 20,5 894 054 2 112 739

Abroad 1 446 499 15,6 1 000 038 1 892 960

Expenditures on trips with overnight stays, euro

Expenditures on private trips 1 736 039 649 3,2 1 626 541 286 1 845 538 012

In Croatia 920 688 878 5,1 829 313 242 1 012 064 513

Abroad 815 350 771 3,7 756 969 961 873 731 581

Expenditures on business/professional trips 457 866 056 18,4 292 032 575 623 699 536

In Croatia 167 269 569 11,2 130 159 063 204 380 075

Abroad 290 596 487 28,2 128 749 063 452 443 911

Number of same-day visits

Private trips 6 493 001 1,7 6 278 093 6 707 908

In Croatia 5 509 630 1,8 5 310 605 5 708 655

Abroad 983 371 4,1 903 242 1 063 499

Business/Professional trips 438 121 7,5 372 996 503 246

In Croatia 343 643 7,5 292 629 394 657

Abroad 94 478 20,3 55 515 133 442

Expenditures on same-day visits, euro

Expenditures on private trips 346 893 076 3,3 324 253 829 369 532 323

In Croatia 257 231 500 3,2 240 962 809 273 500 191

Abroad 89 661 576 8,8 74 213 202 105 109 950

Expenditures on business/professional trips 40 495 438 8,8 33 479 342 47 511 535

In Croatia 28 983 716 9,9 23 305 685 34 661 748

Abroad 11 511 722 16,4 7 667 217 15 356 227

The purpose of the statistical survey

The purpose of the statistical survey Tourist Activity of the Population of the Republic of Croatia is to gather data on national tourism, that is, the data on the number and

characteristics of travels of the Croatian population outside their usual environment. The goal is to assess to what extent does the Croatian population travel, their

reasons for going on a trip, where and when they travel, how long do the trips last and what the trip expenditures amount to. For the surveyed persons who did not go on

a private trip with overnight stays, the data on the reasons for not going on a trip were gathered.

The main survey results and the methods according to which the survey was carried out are presented here. In individual tables the total sum does not equal the sum of

individual �gures due to the rounding of the �gures. Indices had been calculated as whole numbers before they were expressed in thousands or millions.

Legal basis

4 COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION AND RELIABILITY INTERVAL, 2023

NOTES ON METHODOLOGY



The survey is carried out according to the O�cial Statistical Act (NN, No. 25/20) and the Regulation (EU) No. 692/2011 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 6

July 2011 concerning European statistics on tourism.

Con�dentiality

According to the O�cial Statistics Act (NN, No. 25/20) and the Regulation (EC) No. 223/2009, the con�dentiality of all personal data on the household and its members

given by respondents is guaranteed. The collected data are used solely for statistical purposes and they are published at the aggregate level https://podaci.dzs.hr/en/

Observation units and coverage

The observation units for the number of persons who went on a trip are Croatian citizens aged 15 and over. The observation unit for data on the number of trips with

overnight stays and same-day visits and their characteristics is a trip of a Croatian citizen aged 15 and over.

Coverage and comparability

This survey covers only trips with regard to the main reason for going on a trip (private and business/professional) and the main destination of a trip (in Croatia and

abroad) that ended in the reporting period. The month of departure for a trip with overnight stays may be outside the reporting period (for example, December 2022 for a

trip that ended in January 2023).

Data for 2023 have been estimated on the basis of the Census of Population, Households and Dwellings in the Republic of Croatia in 2021 (Census 2021), while previously

released data were estimated on the basis of the Census 2011 data. This caused a break in time series of data and, consequently, data for 2023 are not comparable to

data for previous years.

Sources and methods of data collection

The basis for the sampling frame is a directory of �xed and mobile telephone lines in the Republic of Croatia. A random sample strati�ed according to the county and type

of telephone line (�xed or mobile) was used in the survey. The target population for a survey are citizens of the Republic of Croatia aged 15 and over who live in private

households, excluding population living in institutional households (homes for the elderly, prisons and the like), citizens of the Republic of Croatia living abroad and

foreign citizens living in Croatia. In case of a �xed telephone line, a surveyed person was selected from a chosen household according to the birthday key method.

The data on tourist activity of the Croatian population in 2022 were gathered through telephone interviews with computer support (CATI method) on a representative

sample of a total of 22 000 Croatian citizens aged 15 and over.

The data were gathered by carrying out four waves of CATI research. A quarter is taken as the reference period. A travel has to end within the reference period and may

start up to 365 days prior to its end.

The �rst round of gathering data was carried out in April 2023 and included the tourist activity of the population of the Republic of Croatia in the period from January to

March 2023. The second round was carried out in July 2023 and included the tourist activity of the population of the Republic of Croatia in the period from April to June

2023. The third round was carried out in October 2023 and included the tourist activity of the population of the Republic of Croatia in the period from July to September

2023. The fourth round was carried out in January 2024 and included the tourist activity of the population of the Republic of Croatia in the period from October to

December 2023 and in the whole of 2023.

The characteristics of trips are monitored on the level of four overnight stays and four same-day visits as the upper limit. The following data are gathered for each

individual trip: type of trip (private, business/professional), the main reason for going on the trip, the month in which the person went on the trip, the duration of the trip

with overnight stays (the number of nights), the destination country for trips abroad, the organisation of the trip (self-organised, through an agency), the main

transportation vehicle, the type of accommodation on trips with overnight stays, the number of persons for which expenditures are presented, the trip expenditures, the

structure of expenditures on trips with overnight stays.

Except for the previously mentioned characteristics of trips, data are also gathered on the socio-demographic pro�le of the population (age, sex, level of education,

number of persons in the household, status in employment, county).

Due to the fact that the data on tourist activity of the population of the Republic of Croatia refer to each individual quarterly period, merging the results of four quarterly

periods does not allow for the assessment of the number/share of persons who went and who did not go on a trip in the observed year. The assessment of the number of

persons who went on a trip was calculated on the basis of 7 000 surveyed persons who were surveyed in the last (fourth) survey wave in which the trips throughout the

whole 2022 were included.

In the analysis of the accuracy of estimates, the sum estimate, the coe�cient of variation expressed in percentage and the 95% reliability interval used in the sum estimate

are presented. The categories with the coe�cient of variation value ranging between 10.0% and 29.9% are put in brackets, which means that the estimation is less

accurate.

Response rate

The response rate was 60.1% of all eligible units.

The highest non-response rate was recorded for questions regarding trip expenditures. This non-response problem was mitigated by applying the sequential hot-deck

imputation method.

Imputation rates include transportation expenditures (17.7%), accommodation expenditures (20.7%), expenditures on food and drinks in hotel and restaurant

establishments (15.9%) and other expenditures (7.3%).

De�nitions

Tourism means the activity of visitors taking a trip to a main destination outside their usual environment for less than a year, for leisure, business or other personal

purpose other than to be employed by a resident entity in the place visited.

Usual environment of a person is immediate vicinity of the person’s home and place of work or schooling, or other places that the person regularly visits. Each person

has only one usual environment. The following criteria de�ne a usual environment: crossing of the administrative borders of the distance from the place of usual

residence; duration of a trip; the frequency of going on a trip; the purpose of a trip.

Place of usual residence is considered a place where a person came with an intention of permanent residence.

National tourism of a country encompasses national tourism, which includes activities of citizens of a particular country who travel and accommodate in places within

that country but outside their usual environment, and outbound tourism, which includes the activities of citizens of a particular country who travel and accommodate in

places outside the borders of that country and outside their usual environment.

Visitor is every person who travels to a place di�erent from his/her usual environment for a period shorter than 12 months without interruption and whose main purpose

of travelling di�ers from performing a particular activity �nanced by a resident entity in the place visited, providing that he/she spends at least one night in an

accommodation establishment. Visitors include tourists and same-day visitors.

Tourist is every person who, outside his/her place of permanent residence, spends at least one night in a commercial or non-commercial accommodation establishment

for reasons of rest, recreation, visit to family and friends, preservation and improvement of health, business, religious and other reasons. Tourists exclude migrants,

borderline workers, diplomats, military force members on their regular duties, displaced persons and nomads.

Same-day visitor is every person who travels to a place outside his/her usual environment, who does not spend a night in a hotel or some other tourist accommodation

establishment and whose main purpose of travelling di�ers from performing a particular activity �nanced by a resident entity in the place visited.

https://podaci.dzs.hr/en/


Duration of a tourist trip is the time spent on the trip, which can last a maximum of 365 days continuously. According to the duration criterion, there are same-day visits

and trips with overnight stays.

Same-day visits are trips outside the usual environment, on which a person spends at least three and less than 24 hours at a destination (a night is not realised).

Trips with overnight stays are trips outside the usual environment with at least one but less than 365 overnight stays realised.

As regards purpose, trips can be private and business/professional.

Private trip is a trip aiming at rest, recreation, shopping, health, pilgrimage, religious event, visit to relatives and friends, etc. Private trips do not include weekly

migrations or departure for work or schooling, seasonal work, staying in hospitals or spas �nanced by social insurance contributions, staying in refugee camps and

asylum.

Business/professional trip is a trip aiming at business or professional reasons excluding daily local trips or business-motivated trips in usual environment.

Business/professional trips include trips to congresses, conferences, business meetings, fairs, exhibitions, language learning and other educational trips, cultural, sports

and similar trips. Trips �nanced by a resident entity in the place visited are excluded.

Duration of a trip with overnight stays is measured by the number of nights spent at a destination. There are shorter and longer trips.

Shorter trips are trips on which tourists realise 1 – 3 tourist nights.

Longer trips are trips on which tourists realise 4 or more tourist nights.

Expenditures on a tourism trip include all travelling expenses that occurred before the beginning of the trip and during the trip. These expenditures may also be made

by another person on behalf of the visitor or at the visitor’s expense.

Abbreviations

EU European Union

mln million

NN Narodne novine, o�cial gazette of the Republic of Croatia

‘000 thousand

Symbols

( ) less accurate data
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